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SEGMENTS COVERED ARE:
- Maintenance Services
- Operational and Professional Services
- Engineering
- Procurement, Construction and Installation
- Topside and Processing Equipment
- Subsea Equipment and Installation
- Well Services
- Rigs and Drilling Contractors
- Drilling Tools and Commodities
- Seismic and G&G
- Transportation and Logistics

These 11 segments are further broken down into 52 segments at level 2 and 157 segments at level 3.

THE REPORT IS DEVELOPED THROUGH COMBINING FOUR DIFFERENT SOURCES:
1. Bottom-up field level budgets and plans
2. Bottom-up oil service company reported financial numbers
3. Top-down statistical numbers from SSB and NPD
4. Industry interviews (oil service managers, platform managers, etc.)

This makes it possible to estimate a much more precise market than previously estimated in the press/literature.

THE FIRST TRULY EXHAUSTIVE OVERVIEW OF THE NCS OFFSHORE MARKET

The Offshore Market Report Norway is a complete overview of the NCS market available to contractors active in Norway. It is a report intended to develop an understanding of the market size and expected growth, business opportunities and competitor positioning. The Offshore Market Report provides, among others, a platform-by-platform review with key information and recent as well as upcoming large modifications. The report includes more than 700 oil service companies active in Norway, all with revenue broken down into different sub-segments. The report also includes a market forecast to 2020 for the respective segments. Information is available through both a graphical and table view, in which the user can search for any given company, field or segment.
MAIN BENEFITS
FOR USERS, WHO VALUE EXHAUSTIVE DATA READILY AVAILABLE IN AN EASY FORMAT

COMPLETE COVERAGE
A complete coverage of the Norwegian oilfield service market is provided, including production history and forecast on the NCS split by operator, facility type and field. For the first time, the oilfield service market data, including upcoming modifications and production forecasts are available in one report.

FORECASTING
The report provides forecasting of segments up to 2020.

EASY ACCESS
Relevant data is easily found by a simple search function. Search function is active in tables and graphs as well as text.

UNIQUE INSIGHT
Through years of extensive research and development, Rystad Energy has built a solid and unmatched knowledge of the Norwegian oilfield supplier market, now available to anyone choosing to purchase this report.

A REPORT FOR A VARIETY OF PURPOSES WITHIN OILFIELD SERVICE STRATEGY AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

1 Market Overview and Business Planning
Explore NCS oil and gas production and corresponding addressable oilfield service market by segment, operator and field. Adapt organization, products, services and sales effort accordingly.

2 Competitor Intelligence
Get an immediate overview on competitor size and activity within different segments.

3 Deal Screening
Find targets for acquisitions or mergers. Expand your business scope and scale.

4 Historical Research
Analyze historic development of the NCS offshore market and NCS production up until today, in order to better plan for the future.
THE STORY BEHIND THE OFFSHORE MARKET REPORT NORWAY

The founder of Rystad Energy, Jarand Rystad, has been the speaker at numerous conferences for the oil and gas supplier industry, presenting, among others, recent research on the oil service market in Norway. Following his presentations, there has been an increasing demand to access material he had presented. As a result of this, Rystad Energy decided to develop a comprehensive report so that all interested parties could immediately access the material and find numbers pivotal to their business going forward.

HOW TO OBTAIN THE OFFSHORE MARKET REPORT NORWAY

The Offshore Market Report Norway is delivered to the customer as a pdf-file and can be updated or expanded upon request. Users can either make a one-off purchase or sign up for a one year subscription, which comes with quarterly updates and a presentation by the Rystad Energy Offshore Market Report team.

ABOUT RYSTAD ENERGY

Rystad Energy is an independent oil and gas consulting services and business intelligence data firm offering global databases, strategy advisory and research products for E&P and oil service companies, investors and governments. Rystad Energy’s headquarters are located in Oslo, Norway.

A SELECTION OF COMPANIES APPEARING IN THE REPORT

- Aibel
- FMC Technologies AS
- Transocean AS
- Aker Norway AS
- Halliburton AS
- Baker Hughes Norge AS
- Schramberger Norge AS
- Cosi Drilling Europe AS
- Saadrell Offshore AS
- ASR AS
- Technip Norge AS
- SUBSEA 7
- Fred Olsen Energy ASA
- Nexans Norway
- NI S Reece
- DDF Rederi AS
- Odfjell Drilling Management AS
- SIM Offshore
- Fabricom
- Bjørga
- Brennerbygg AS
- Weatherford Norge AS
- TGS Røped AS
- KCA Deutag
- Grenland Group ASA
- SiS Industrier
- CHC AS
- Bergen Group Rosenberg
- Kriskov Norge AS
- Aker Solutions
- Havita Shipping ASA
- Island Offshore Management AS
- Grieg Logistics
- AF Group
- RC Consultants AS
- ESS Support Services AS
- Wood Group Engineering
- Ocean Rig AS
- Kaafy Energy
- Frank Hahn Plant AS
- Teekay Petrolej Produksjon AS
- Schramberger
- Diamond Offshore Drilling
- GS-Hydro A/S
- Solum
- Van Oord ACZ AS
- Scan Geophysical ASA
- Telenor
- National Oilwell Varco Hjelset AS
- Siemens AS
- Jng. Per Bjørrum AS
- Linebygg Offshore AS
- SS-S group
- Samsung Heavy Industries
- Fugro Survey AS
- Kongsberg Maritime AS
- GE Energy
- Eldesvik Offshore AS
- Deep Sea Supply
- Saadrill Management
- Norled AS
- Statoil Offshore Services AS
- Svan Marine
- Noritec Aluminium as
- Sodexo
- Simon Mekler Shipping
- Mongoose
- Score AS
- Fugro multi Client services AS
- IBM AS
- IBM Consultants
- Mento
- NorSeaGroup Vestbase AS
- BIS Production Partner
- IFS
- Bourbon Offshore
- Glomex ASA
- Pem Power AS
- Norisol Norge AS
- Draka Norsk Kabel
- Offshore Drilling Technology
- Mongstadbase AS
- ExPro Norway AS
- NCC Construction AS
- DNV
- Dresser-Rand AS
- Reinertsen AS
- Akers Reitaner
- Naesland Drilling Norge AS
- MacGregor Group
- GDM AS
- Solstad Offshore ASA
- Linde
- Teknor ASA
- Cameron Norge Odfjell Offshore
- Farstad Shipping ASA
- Saipem Norge AS
- CGG Veritas
- Aarbakke Group (Aarbakke)
- AOS Petroleum Services
- Brodersen Shaw Norway AS
- Semo-Maritime
- Roxar Flow Measurement
- Gulfmark Norge AS
- Nyno AS
- Petrolvalves AS
- Norsafe AS
- Bilails Underwater Engineering
- Necon Engineering
- EMGS
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